
 
 
Parent Society: 12.5.2018 @ Fellowship Hall/8:30-10:00 
 
In attendance: Aimee H., Mary Jo,, Danielle G, Lauri C., Rachel B., Shannon D. 
 
Post Candle Dipping Event Feedback & Observations 
Tea Room Observations: 
-need coffee as an offering, not just tea and cider 
-6-10 dozen treats came, could’ve used more and better variety, need to remind about labeling, tea room 
closed early due to no more treats and circuit blown (so tea and cider weren’t warmed),hope not to do 
that next time 
-need to offer plain water in the tea room 
-donations total: $347 (includes 1x$100 donation) 

-150 wicks (had to cut ~30 more that day) 
-used 50% of the wax 

-so 1st year event was break even. All supplies in possession of Parent Society for next year, so 2nd year 
should be profitable. 
 
Candle Dipping Room: 
-use different tape on the floors, left residue that was very hard to take off 
-next year, make the floor paper covering really large, tape the paper to paper, then a large border with 
that tape, or gaffing tape… 

-ethyl alcohol to try and remove 
(can always call Peninsula Paint to ask advice) 
-rotate the volunteer shifts (too long in 1 spot) 
-keep door closed til 11:00, ask volunteers to come 15 mins before to get organized 
-atmosphere of light in room: to help quiet atmosphere, affect mood, have signs next year to remind 
people of quietness…, have volunteer at door to encourage quietness,silence 
-musicians have to realize they aren’t background music. Melisa commanded the room when she started 
singing. 
-maybe make some posters about why there is reverence in making candles in the waiting area, 
inspiration to be quiet… 
-unchaperoned kids, maybe between grades 2-6...worked fine in terms of safety, but they didn’t pick up 
on quietness of mood… 

-need to be aware of kids who dip endlessly and make too large candles. Manage those kids 
better. 

-multiple trip kids and no awareness on their or parent’s behalf is the $ aspect of it.  
-make a suggested $5 donation PER candle, to bring awareness to the adults. Don’t curtail kids 

making multiple candles. 
-2 tables at each end, then a circle of greens on the floor. By end of day kids were breaking off greenery 
to dip, were walking through the circle. The form was falling apart. Could put electric candles on floor, 
more greenery, taller to really emphasize the flow. (look at photos of event in binder to remember layout). 

-could add in a decoration table, where you add greenery and things onto the candle. But don’t 
want to have kids pull things off the floor, again, loses form. Beeswax sheets to add in decoration, could 
maybe do it in tea room. Pre-cut pieces of beeswax and sell them to kids/adults to use. Anything to add 
for gifts is lovely.  
-wrapping the candle right after dipping could be problematic b/c the candle is still warm. 



-could you move wrapping to the tea room? Leave “cooling” candles in the tea room, labeled, ONLY if 
necessary? (Too many candles get forgotten if we really encourage this practice) 
-recruit interested kid volunteers (ie for wrapping, 30 min shifts) 
-Melisa brought a lantern during her musical shift, could bring lanterns to light the room and help the 
atmosphere of room, put electric candles in for safety. 
-can/should kids go out through back doors to play yard? If they do put a rope closing off the downstairs 
middle school.  
-sign up genius: make roles general (like 8 general volunteers) versus super specific tasks/roles. 
 
Other Business: 
-January 12th, Simplicity Parenting speaker, 11:00am presentation: share with classes and encourage 
purchase of book (from school store) and maybe a 1x meetup beforehand to discuss the Environment 
chapter specifically. 
-Knit-a-thon as fundraiser, discussed again 
-Spring Fling activity - discussed fun game to play as a whole community together? Way of social time 
and community building?  
-Teacher Appreciation:  

Tea/social for teachers: various options, r&r class for them, tag onto faculty meeting, get all 
classes to donate something to a buffet, wellness gift baskets, or end of year, choose something that can 
be repeated easily without a lot of expense or effort. So that an offering could be done quarterly…? 

-tentative plan is to make a really yummy elaborate buffet spread for them to enjoy on a faculty 
day. Get donations from classes (food/beverages). Check in with Catherine (faculty chair) for date in 
March 2019. 
 
Next Parent Society Meeting January 9th. 
 
Keep thinking of Spring Fling or Knit-a-Thon ideas? 
Shannon asking for link for Simp Parenting teacher to send to classes. 
Mention to Spiral of Light Planning Group - possibly have some extra apple/candles in case anyone 
forgot: Danielle. 
 
Make a flyer re-advertising Parent Society to send to all families to recruit more parents: Shannon. 
 
 


